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		Fast speed internet in Japan

		10GB Data Plan

		Biggest 4G network in Japan

		Multi-SIM card: Standard, Micro, and Nano SIM

		Compatibility with Android / iOS

		Receive upon arriving in Japan







Japan SIM Card



Purchasing a Data SIM Card allows visitors to Japan to use a data plan with a 10GB limit. Find out more and order yours online.

PURCHASE



Rental Date: Please take note that the delivery of the SIM Card will take up to 4 business days to be delivered in Japan.











Purchase your Data SIM Card for Japan








Technical details




Network:

Docomo


Data limit:

10GB


Can be topped up?

No


SIM format:

Micro and Nano


Rental period:

15 and 30 days


Calls and messages:

Disabled


Nano SIM Card size:

12,3 x 8,8 mm


Micro SIM Card size:

15 x 12 mm





The Data SIM Card means you can access high-speed internet through your phone. This type of SIM does not allow you to make or receive phone calls and you cannot activate the WiFi Hotspot on your phone. The SIM Card only works in Japan, which means it does not provide internet access from other countries.













Stay connected while in Japan





Purchase your Data SIM Card now and stay connected during your trip to Japan






Internet access wherever you go
Always in touch during your trip


Enjoy high-speed internet access provided by the Docomo network, one of Japan's fastest. Stream videos, upload photos, and stay in touch with your friends and relatives all the way through the 10GB data limit.







Multi-device Card
For unlocked phones and pads


Your prepaid SIM can be used on all iPhones, iPads, and Android devices. When you order you can select either a Micro or a Nano SIM. You need to change your SIM Card and switch to a different operator to enjoy the high-speed connection. If your phone is locked you will not be able to successfully make the change.







How it works






Step 1




Convenient online ordering

Choose the length of time you need it for and where do you want to collect it (location asked during payment).



Step 2




Receive your SIM Card

Pick it up upon arrival in Japan at the address you provided. We can send it to either the airport or your hotel.



Step 3




Insert SIM Card

Insert the SIM Card into your phone and activate it.



Step 4




Stay connected!

Stay connected throughout your trip and don't worry about returning your SIM card. You don’t need to!





SIM Card FAQs






Where do I pick up the Japan SIM Card?



You will receive your SIM Card directly at the airport or at the hotel in Japan, depending on the option you have selected. To learn more about the SIM Pick-up points, please refer to the Pocket Wi-Fi instructions.



More information in our dedicated FAQ
Where do I pick up the Japan SIM Card?



How do I activate the SIM?



In order to activate your SIM you will need to manually configure your APN settings. Download the PDF on “How to activate your Japan SIM”.



More information in our dedicated FAQ
How do I activate the SIM?



Do I need to return it?



There is no need to return the SIM once you are done using it. Simply throw it away in the appropriate bin, once you do not need it anymore.



More information in our dedicated FAQ
Do I need to return the Data SIM when leaving Japan?



What is a Data SIM Card?



A Data SIM card is an internet-only card, specially designed SIM for short-term visitors to Japan. This type of SIM card enables users to connect to the fastest and most secure mobile internet available in Japan on the 4G SoftBank network.



More information in our dedicated FAQ
Can I call and receive calls and texts via the Data SIM card?



Read all the questions
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